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Next Imperial Estates Meeting

National Steel Tournament
Location: Sunset Park Las Vegas, Nevada
Date: October 7, 8, 9, 2016
Attend this weekend Long Imperial Event in a great public setting.
NST competitions in all four disciplines.
Imperial Champions of Adria tournaments
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July Imperial Estates Meeting
July 16, 17 2016
Arlington Virginia
____________________________________
November 2016 IEM
This bid has been won by Terre Neuve so the event
will be held in San Diego, CA. More information
will be included soon.
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Greetings to the Empire One and all,
It’s a exciting time of year. With winters end, activity is
generating and we hear the buzz.
Here at the renewal time the numbers have come in at about
average to previous years, which is good as it gives us a good
foundation to build upon. More than half of all memberships
received were done so through the paypal system. We hope to
see the system refined in the future.
A Tremendous Huzzah to Terre Neuve, coming in at 97
members! That is truly amazing.
Aurochs Fyord truly busted through the barrier with 82
members.
We are actually proud of all chapters, and the effort Empire
wide. We belong to chapters, have sat as local crowns and
know the effort and dedication it takes during this time.
To all members who have renewed, thank you for your
further commitment to this mutually pursued dream.
To all those who have joined us new, welcome! We hope you
enjoy, learn and have fun.
L’Bet’e and Gabriele
Emperor and empress
Of Adria
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Having received no Bids for the July Imperial Estates meeting, we trudged forth to fulfill
this requirement of Law. We hope those who attend have the opportunity to enjoy this historical
area with many unique sites to see.

Crowne Plaza, Old Town Alexandria
901 North Fairfax Street
Alexandria, Virginia. 22314
The Crowne Plaza Old Town Alexandria is located just two miles from Reagan
National Airport and five miles from our Nation’s Capital.
AMENITIES
The Crowne Plaza features a full-range of amenities:
Full service health club
On-Site full service restaurant and lounge
Ample parking at $10.00 per day and $20.00 overnight
Complimentary shuttle service to and from National Airport and Metro Station
Complimentary Business Center

Room Rate : $85.00, Plus associated taxes and fees.
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We want to thank the autocrats who helped put these war
sites and bids together. Our travel plans have changed.
The East Coast site needed a autocrat and it is more
feasible for Emperor L’Bet’e to do so, he will be going
there to insure the event takes place. He swears he will
get to the West Coast Site “ If it kills Him” for Imperial
War. As Such Empress Gabriele will be traveling to the
South West site.
We would like to offer good luck to those who participate
in the first Semifinalist round of the Imperial Challenge.
We truly thank you for supporting this Tournament and
the Concept of international competition and promotion.
To all that made the effort locally, huzah to you for
reaching out of the comfort zones and going for the
glory. Also a deep bow to the Crowns and ministers of
both large and small chapters who found a way to make
them happen.
Have Fun, Be Safe and Lay on!!
Gabriele & L’Bet’e

ic
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So you are going to your first Multi-chapter Imperial level War. An exciting time to be sure, but with so much going on, you
might not know where to start.

General Camping
1. Make a list, and then review it. Make food and tent arrangements early on. Plan your carpools
2. Pack at least a week in advance. Check off everything on your list.
a. Don’t forget your Bug spray, Sun Scream Talcum powder, and shower kit (including shower shoes)

ed

nt

b. Pack more clothes and garb than you think you are going to need.

d

3. Once you are set up, take a moment to help your neighbors with anything they need help with/ offer your services to
the site autocrat with getting the group items set up.
a. Make camp clean up your personal responsibility. Many hands make light work.

al

4. Pace yourself. If you are going to drink at night, take it easy, remember you have to fight tomorrow
5. Hydrate, Hydrate, Hydrate.
6. Offer to help in the kitchen etc. Kitchen staff often do not get to get out of the kitchen.

)

7. Don’t stay in your encampment. You went to an imperial war, so go out and meet people. On the battlefield, make sure
your head is on a swivel, listen to your generals, and remember it’s supposed to be fun.

Combat
1. Make Gear Arrangements early on if you are borrowing someone else’s gear. Do not be “that guy” that shows up to war
unprepared. Usually those with loaner gear have a lot on their plate, you should be helping them, not adding to their
burden
2.

Don’t spend Friday drinking/partying too much and not getting enough sleep. Not everyone can party until the wee
hours and fight all day... Know your limits.

d

3. Eat Breakfast. People underestimate the caloric requirements of those pre-lunch battles. Some people don't eat breakfast
normally, but should at wars.

oss

4. Study and Know the war scenarios before the weekend starts. This will save a lot of time and confusion on the battle field

lly
d

5. Take water
6. Know the rules of engagement before you take the field. Even seasoned Knights can benefit from a quick refresher. (is
death from behind allowed/ how do you do death from behind? What are the rules for combat archery, ships, siege
weapons etc?)

ho
a

7. Know your part of the plan and where your General needs you. Listen to your general.
a. Stay in formation. Rogue heroes die fast
b. Stay with your battle buddy. Experienced battlefield predators often pick off loan fighters first.
c.

If you are a shield, be a shield. (whacking “shield wall gophers” poking their head up to see over their shield is a favorite
pastime of many spearmen) If you are a shield.... you are a shield. your job is to keep your spear alive period, even at the cost
of your life. no glory for the shield men.

d. Eliminate melee tunnel vision. Be aware of your surroundings, your team, your general’s calls, and your battle buddy.
8. Take water often
9. Know your limits. Both physically and mentally. Don’t over push yourself.
Understand it’s a war. You are GOING to have someone not take a shot. Someone's going to shield rush when they
aren’t supposed to. Someone is going to hit too hard. Be ready for anything and don’t overreact when something doesn’t
go your way. Remember these are you brothers and sisters on the field with you and you are all there to have fun
10. That being said, take your shots. Heed the marshals words
©2016 The Adrian Empire, Inc.
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Combat
16. Make Gear Arrangements early on if you are borrowing someone else’s gear. Do not be “that guy” that shows up to war
unprepared. Usually those with loaner gear have a lot on their plate, you should be helping them, not adding to their
burden
17.

Don’t spend Friday drinking/partying too much and not getting enough sleep. Not everyone can party until the wee
hours and fight all day... Know your limits.

18. Eat Breakfast. People underestimate the caloric requirements of those pre-lunch battles. Some people don't eat breakfast
normally, but should at wars.
19. Study and Know the war scenarios before the weekend starts. This will save a lot of time and confusion on the battle field
20. Take water
21. Know the rules of engagement before you take the field. Even seasoned Knights can benefit from a quick refresher. (is
death from behind allowed/ how do you do death from behind? What are the rules for combat archery, ships, siege
weapons etc?)
22. Know your part of the plan and where your General needs you. Listen to your general.
e. Stay in formation. Rogue heroes die fast
f.

Stay with your battle buddy. Experienced battlefield predators often pick off loan fighters first.

g.

If you are a shield, be a shield. (whacking “shield wall gophers” poking their head up to see over their shield is a favorite
pastime of many spearmen) If you are a shield.... you are a shield. your job is to keep your spear alive period, even at the cost
of your life. no glory for the shield men.

h. Eliminate melee tunnel vision. Be aware of your surroundings, your team, your general’s calls, and your battle buddy.
23. Take water often
24. Know your limits. Both physically and mentally. Don’t over push yourself.
Understand it’s a war. You are GOING to have someone not take a shot. Someone's going to shield rush when they
aren’t supposed to. Someone is going to hit too hard. Be ready for anything and don’t overreact when something doesn’t
go your way. Remember these are you brothers and sisters on the field with you and you are all there to have fun
25. That being said, take your shots. Heed the marshals words
26. DO NOT ARGUE with the Marshals
27. Take more water.
28. Offer to help Marshal/ safety marshal
29. Have fun. No shot is worth hard feelings later. Leave any tempers on the field. Tempers flare sometimes in the heat of
battle, but you should be able to laugh with your opponent by the campfire later
30. Clean up your gear, do not leave it lying about. Help others where you can. If there is group gear help police it and put it
away

©2016 The Adrian Empire, Inc.
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Archery
5. Make time in your weekend to shoot, be aware that there may be a wait
6. Don’t wait until the end of the weekend and rush the range with only 15 minutes left. If you are going to shoot, commit to
making time for it.
7. Have patience with the range masters as they try to cycle everyone through (they are often left manning the range for
many hours ... perhaps bring them drink or treats to show they are not forgotten
8. Know the rules and scenarios before you get to the range.

Arts
8. Review your entry with your arts general (if possible)
9. Complete your document summary sheet before presenting your project.
10. Bring 4 sets of Docs (if possible and you are submitting written docs – give credit where due if you have help on your
docs)
11. Make sure all relevant information is in your docs (partner with your Arts General or Arts Minister before the event. There
may not be time for oral docs on site. Partner with the arts minister early on if you are presenting oral docs)
12. Make time and offer to judge if qualified (offer to scribe if not)
13. If you are Judging, make sure you read the Docs as thoroughly as you can.

At the end of the day, Have fun. Conduct yourself with honor and chivalry at all times, and take the opportunity to enjoy the
company of Brother and Sister Adrians that you may not often get the chance to see and spend time with. Enjoy your time
together

Sir Desmond Wallace
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Bull Run Event and Education Center
41515 SE Thomas Rd, Sandy, OR.
Autocrat- Alexander of Manchester (Brian Reed)
rapierfool@gmail.com
360-241-1535
Site Fee- $15 per person
Children under 12 free
Site is discreetly wet
No pets except service animals
Smoking allowed in designated areas, with a $1 per left behind butt fee.
Site opens at 2PM May 27th and closes at 2PM May 30th.
Camping stoves: yes
Bring lots of water as the showers and potable water might not be running yet.
Directions:
I 84 east or west to exit 16, 238th Dr, Right onto 238th NE, Becomes 242nd Dr NE/Hogan Dr,
Slight left onto Burnside, becomes US- 26, Left onto SE Ten Eyck Rd, Take the third left to stay on
Ten Eyck Rd, Left to stay on Ten Eyck, First left onto SE Thomas Rd, 41515 on right
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SW Banner War May 27-30th

Autocrat Terre Neuve please contact Queen Babette at
michellebabette@cox.net with questions
Location: Canyon RV - Featherly Park
24001 Santa Ana Canyon Road
Anaheim, California 92802
http:/www.canyonrvpark.com for directions
Initial arrival time for entry on Friday will be Noon
Set-up will be allowed as soon as the area you select is released
and or the sprinklers are done (Normally by 12 noon).
All Chapters are requested to provide support staff for the event
for set-up on Friday.
Range Masters; Marshals; Art Judges; water bearers etc. will be
needed all weekend. If everyone shares in volunteering it will be
easier for everyone.

Volunteers are also needed for take down
on Sunday for the combat field and
archery range
Final clean-up of the area is the
responsibility of each Chapter. The final
clean up in the last 12 years has been
fantastic - let's do it again. Group Area Y4
is tentatively set for Combat (at the end of
the dead end road).
Fees direct to Park:
$5.00 per car / per day (entrance or
camping)
$1.00 per person / per day (entrance or
camping)
Site fee:
$10.00 per adult
$ 3.00 per child (6 to 12)
Registration Opens on Friday from 4:00
P.M. to 8:00 P.M. IF YOU ARE ON
SITE, please register as soon as possible
during this time to allow smoother
registration for those arriving later in the
day.
Registration reopens on Saturday at 7:00
A.M. at Y4 at combat site.
Please have exact site fees as it will save
time and hassle at registration table.
Please insure your combat tests have been
posted as this will save time as well.
Combat cards will be required at
registration if you are not on the lists we
print out ahead of time and you are going
to be fighting.
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King’s Landing
126 Fish Lake Road, Summerland, BC
Site fee: $10 / person for the weekend
12 and under FREE
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Elchenburg Castle
2239 Center Road, Boonville, NC 27011
GPS Coordinates: North 36.17063
West 80.72893
Site Fee: $10 per person
(under age of 12 are free)
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The following are the scenarios for the war, we hope you enjoy. We are
requiring of all Autocrats to see the “Imperial Challenge Tournaments”
complete, and to then continue with the normal Imperial Tournaments. We
shall leave the type of tournaments open to the site Minister of Joust and
War to decide on site.
We Look Forward to hearing the Songs of Great Deeds

Rapier
Scenario 1: Ship Battle
Repeated 2 times
Half points awarded to the victor
No Missile Weapons.
One foot out of ship is considered man over board and dead.
A coin is flipped, Heads Attacking Fleet, Tails Defending Fleet. Roles reversed for second part of
scenario.
A 15x 30 rectangular Dock is created. Defending ships start here, army upon dock.
Attacking fleet Begins at 100 ft from dock, army begins off ship.
Objective: For defenders to repel all attackers from setting foot on dock. For Attackers, all living
members with both feet upon dock.
In the event that there are more combatants than can fit on a boat, the remaining will wait at the
designated starting point. When a ship is emptied, a hold will be called, the empty ship will be returned
to starting point, and any ship with crew in it will stay in place. When "Lay on is called, the ships may be
boarded and shove off begins.
Scenario 2. Champions Battle.
Plank Battle
One Combatant from each army, Single sword, daggers and bucklers allowable, no case (two swords)
which exceed dagger size.
Best 3 out of 5 killing blows, wounding allowed but does not carry over.
Plank may be rope outline or wood. No higher than three inches with wood. Both should be between 10
to 12 inches wide and 10 feet long.
Scenario 3.
Control the Dock.
Half Points Awarded to the victor.
No Missile Weapons.
One foot out of ship is considered man over board and dead.
A coin is flipped, Heads Attacking, Tails Defending. Roles reversed for second part of scenario.
A ship is placed at one end of the dock with crew on board. Defenders are placed at opposite end at the
edge of the dock.
Objective: Attackers must clear the dock, and have all living members past edge line (dock) of defenders
side. Defenders: Prevent Attacking army from gaining complete access to ground.
In the event that there are more combatants than can fit on a ship, the remaining must wait on the far
side of the ship in single file until room is created, they may not engage any opponent till both feet are
on ship.
In the event that there are more defenders than can fit on the dock, the remaining must wait in single
file until room is created, they may not engage any opponent till both feet are on the dock.
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Shinai Scenario #1
Take the town,
Timed event
Performed twice
Longest defense time wins scenario.
A coin is flipped, Heads Attacking, Tails Defending.
Roles reversed for second part of scenario.
Death from behind allowed.
Archery allowed by attacking side only in archery box at rez points.
No Gleaming
Javelins allowed by defending side only. No gleaming.
Mobile fortifications allowed
A four sided box is created that will accommodate defending army. Four path ways are designated leading up to the defending square, no wider
than 15 ft. (Think north, south, east west) Rez points should be placed 60 ft from edge of defender box and the end of each path.
Attacking army is divided into the four paths as evenly as possible. Once divided the path shall be the assigned path for engagement and
resurrection.
Each Path is given a Designation, 1,2,3,4 or A,B,C,D
Upon Lay on Unit #1 moves forward, unit #2 cannot move forward to #1 engages, (actually attempts to strike) unit #3 cannot move forward till #2
engages and the same with unit #4 in regards to #3. There is resurrection but only as a unit, and the rotation begins again, with unit #2 having to
wait till unit 1# engages again.
This is continuing resurrection until all defenders have been lost.

Shinai Scenario #2
The Battle Forms.
One point Scenario
All Missile Weapons Allowed
All Siege Weaponry Allowed
Death from Behind Allowed.
Objective: Last Army Standing.

Format: Each army will be divided into 2 equal (to the best of ability) separate forces. Composition of forces to be determined by army general.
Each army unit shall be placed as in the point of a square across diagonally from their allied force. Distance should be at least 100 ft from any other
unit.

Shinai Scenario # 3
Open field onslaught.
One point Scenario
All Missile Weapons Allowed
All Siege Weaponry Allowed
Death from Behind Allowed
Objective: Last army Standing

Format; Two armies engage from opposite sides of Field.
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Steel Scenario # 1 Champions battle
Call forth the Hero's.
Half points awarded
Weapons of war allowed.
Any weapon style.
Objective: 2 out of 3 kills, all blows count
Format: The senior armored combatant and the newest armored combatant from each army shall be called
forth.
The senior combatants will engage. Victor receives a half point.
The newest armored combatants will engage. Victor receives a half point.
Steel Scenario #2
Blood bath
One point awarded
Open field combat
No missile weapons.
No siege
Death from behind allowed.
Objective: last army standing, Victor receves the point
Format: Two opposed armies
Steel Scenario #3
The Gate
Single Point awarded
No missile weapons
No siege weapons
No death from behind
Timed event
Objective: Longest defense time.
Format: A ground designation no wider then 15 ft to signify a gate opening shall be marked. Think bridge, with
walls on each side, manlets or other barrier such as tree maybe used to delineate walls. Defender takes up
position on one side and attacker can only attack from opposite side.
Attacker has continuous resurrections. Resurrection point shall be placed a minimum of 50 ft from the defensive
line.
.
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Imperial Challenge Standings for
March 2017
Archery

Rapier

Steel

Sir
Umbria

Charles
of

Sir Puck

Sir Puck

Sir

Sir

Alexander

Alexander

Sir

Sgt
Gregorio
Via Lobo

Limerick

Gloucester

Albion
Rayonne

None

Sir
William
Baine
Lucinda

Aurochs Fjord

no
Manchou

Constantinople

McCookie

Micheal
Hansen
Sir

Glynmore

Keyin
Black-

Sir Sivax
Wartongue

Sir Sivax
Wartongue

Sir
Demontion

Sir
Giovanni
Benedictus

AnRidire
Ruaidhri
Silverhand

AnRidire
Ruaidhri
Silverhand

sword

Terre Neuve

VarHeim

Brennon
O'Draig

Grim
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Bayeux Tapestry showing King Harold struck by
the arrow
The discovery of stone arrowheads in Africa tend to indicate that the bow and
arrow were invented there, maybe as early as 50,000 BC. Between 25,000 and
18,000 BC flint arrowheads were shaped and attached via a slot and tied with
sinew. Feathers were attached to the arrow. A weapon was developed not only
for hunting but for warfare.
History shows many battles won with the help of archers, but I will stay within
our Adrian time frame.
Many infamous battles that dot the pages of history would not have been won
were if not for medieval archery. This type of corps played an integral part
when it came to defense tactics.
While movies tend to portray medieval archery rather accurately, there was a
lot more to this type of weapon than a gallant horseback ride. Throughout
history, those that had talent with a bow and arrow were often granted
numerous unique privileges within a court. Additionally, this type of combat was
encouraged amongst townspeople, and those that slayed others in the midst of
friendly practice were not held accountable for their actions.
During the 14th Century, the English archer rose to prominence, and he was
known as the best archer in the world. English archers often consisted of
those that were mounted and those that were on foot. The ones that were
mounted were few due to the skill level needed to ride a charging horse and
shoot an arrow that was on
fire. However, those that were on foot often numbered into the hundreds, and
they were a deadly force to be reckoned with. Once the 15th Century rolled
around, archers became scarce, though they were still an important part of any
battle.

Medieval archery largely died out during the 15th Century thanks to the invention of the hand gun.
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Medieval archery largely died out during the 15th Century thanks to the
invention of the hand gun. NO matter how great an archer was, they could
not fight against guns. Still, some courts used the archer in addition to
those soldiers with hand guns. In this manner, those courts that had all
types of weapons covered often won
the most battles. Can you imagine what history might have been like if bows
and arrows were not thought of?
Most medieval battles were bloody enough, but if archers did not exist
during that time they would have been a lot bloodier. Often, soldiers had to
charge at one another with long swords in order to fight. If archers were
not part of the scene, battles would have relied entirely upon hand to hand
combat. Since archers could line up in droves in order to shoot enemies from
behind safe walls, battles were often easier to win.

The Battle of Agincourt
Showing longbowmen to
the front with knights
behind.

During the 14th Century, the English archer rose to prominence, and he
was known as the best archer in the world. English archers often
consisted of those that were mounted and those that were on foot. The
ones that were mounted were few due to the skill level needed to ride a
charging horse and shoot an arrow that was on
fire. However, those that were on foot often numbered into the hundreds,
and they were a deadly force to be reckoned with. Once the 15th Century
rolled around, archers became scarce, though they were still an
important part of any battle.
As you can probably tell, medieval archery is one of the most important
aspects of battle history. Without the skilled archer, numerous kingdoms
would not have enjoyed the fame that they once did.
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As the 15th century rolled by, use of the bow in England began to
dwindle. In 1472, the practice of archery went down because of a
shortage of bow staves. In 1477, Edward IV of England banned an early
form of cricket because it was interfering with regular archery
practice. Crossbows were banned in 1508 to promote and increase the
use of the longbow. With the invention of the musket in 1520, the fate of
the bow in Britain was just about sealed. In 1588, the English fleet used
the musket to defeat the Spanish armada, and in 1595 all bows were
ordered to be replaced by muskets. The last battle in which English
archers were used was the battle at Tipper Muir in 1644.

1625 AD
Picture of a foot soldier about to release his
longbow. He also holds his pike at the ready
to defend against possible cavalry attack.
He has a sword for close combat. Note the
two finger draw of the bowstring.
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Feel free to contact us:
Sir Terrin Greyphis, SirTerrin@comporium.net or chancellor@adrianempire.org
Lady Agnes Rosenberg, Lady.Agnes.Rosenberg@gmail.com
Our first order of business is to share with you the important Chancery dates for the upcoming year
which are as follows. Note that the deadline for submission for New Business for the July IEM is May
2nd.

April
13th, Civil War announcement deadline (45 days before war)
May
2nd, All items of business for the July IEM must be submitted to us by this date (75 days before)
17th, July IEM summoning date (60 days before)
28th-29th, Imperial Banner War
29th, Imperial Crown Candidates must declare in writing by closing court of Imperial Banner War
June
1st, July IEM agenda publication deadline (45 days before)
16th, July IEM revised agenda publication. Rosters and Imperial Minister reports deadline (30 days
before)
July
16th-17th, July IEM (3rd Saturday of July and following day)
August
22nd, All items of business for the November IEM must be submitted to us by this date (75 days before)
September
3rd-4th, Imperial Crown War
5th, Imperial Crown War results reporting deadline
6th, November IEM summoning date (60 days before)
21st, November IEM agenda publication deadline (45 days before)
October
6th, November IEM revised agenda publication. Rosters and Imperial Minister reports deadline (30 days
before)
November
5th-6th, November IEM (1st Saturday of November and following day)
5th, Imperial Coronation
January 2017
1st, Laws passed in 2016 go into effect. New manuals will be published.
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Emperor L’Bet’e deAcmd

caderivi@aol.com

Empress Gabriele Silverhand

judith@healthandsafety1st.ca

Chancellor - Sir Terrin Greyphis

sirterrin@comporium.net

Deputy Chancellor – Agnes Rosenberg

Lady.Agnes.Rosenberg@gmail.com

Justicar – Dame Freydis Dahlia

vickipatte@aol.com

Steward – Sir Lawrence Anthony

sirlore32@yahoo.com

Dep. Steward (Canada) – Dame Adina Nordskov

Adina.adina@gmail.com

Rolls - Dame Katelyn

Improlls-east@comcast.net

Hospitaler – Sir Desmond Wallace

bigmeteu@gmail.com

Sovereign of Arms – Antonia Lopez
 (ISOA will announce deputies)

coolwater_89@yahoo.com

Archiver – Dame Alstrina Amragosso

objectsbynature@yahoo.com

Joust and War – Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd

caderivi@aol.com

Crown Marshall - Bjornson Valladyr

valladyr@aol.com

Deputy Rolls Conversions – AnRidire Ruaidhri Silverhand

kevin@healthandsafety1st.ca

 Further ministers shall be announced as the blood price is paid.
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P.S.
There were a great many experiences, antidotes, stories, ideas, jokes, concerns and knowledge gained for us at this last Estates
Meeting. Yet one concept was relayed to us during the chivalry round table held on Sunday, that was so simple yet spoke a lot to
our hearts. It was about ~Being Blue~. For the next couple of months we will explore this and hope you all will join us with your
thoughts and insights.

Be Blue

So Say we, in true love and fun.
L’Bet’e and Gabriele

